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2.

KEY-WORDS AND ABBREVIATIONS

2.1

Keywords

Restoration of meadow bird habitats, blue border zone, grazing society, predator control,
meadow birds, management of meadow bird habitats.
2.2

Abbreviations

DFNA Danish Forest and Nature Agency
BLD

Bird Life Denmark

DBPF The Danish Bird Protection Foundation (partner in the project)
3.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The main objective of the project is to restore and maintain a favourable conservation
status for Dunlin (Calidris alpina schinzii) and Ruff (Philomachus pugnax) at four key
sites for these species in Denmark.
Secondarily the objective is to restore favourable conservation status for associated
habitat types (3140 Hard oligo-mesotrophic waters with benthic vegetation of Chara
spp.) and habitats for species protected by EU-directives (Botaurus stellaris, Chlidonias
niger, Porzana porzana).
The main actions of the project include activities to improve hydrology, to clear areas
with trees, scrub and reed and to ensure properly and effective management of project
sites.
The key benefits from the project are listed below:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Improved hydrology on approx. 1900 ha meadow bird habitats incl. 920 ha
Atlantic salt meadows.
Clearing of trees on 220 ha wet grassland and reeds on 18 ha Atlantic salt
meadow.
Enhancement of breeding and feeding habitat of Botaurus stellaris and
Chlidonias niger.
Improved management on 900 ha of meadow bird habitats by establishment of a
grazing society and by the development of a management plan.
Significantly reduction of predation by foxes on meadow birds at two project
sites by establishment of 25 artificial fox dens and a fox blocking gate.
Enhanced possibility to experience meadow birds for visitors by establishment of
approx. 5 km foot path and a bird observation platform.
A seminar for approx. 70 nature managers raising the capacity on how to manage
meadow bird habitats.
Improved water quality at 975 ha of 3140 Hard oligo-mesotrophic waters with
benthic vegetation of Chara spp.
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The project involved 4 DFNA Regional Offices and The Danish Bird Protection
Foundation (DBPF).
Weather conditions, acquiring acceptance from private landowners, obtaining necessary
permissions from environmental authorities, and change of personnel and a
reconstruction of the Danish public sector during the project period have caused some
problems for the project. All problems have been solved and the problems encountered
have not affected the overall project objectives and deliverables.
All project activities have been completed within the project period except from a small
part of action C.10 where the finalisation due to a force majeure situation was postponed
until May 2010.
4.

INTRODUCTION
4.1.

Project background and objectives

The meadow birds are among the most threatened bird species in Denmark and in the rest
of the EU. Many species of meadow birds have suffered from serious decline since the
1970’ties primarily due to lost of suitable breeding sites. Only one fourth of the breeding
sites for Calidris alpine schinzii remain, and for Philomachus pugnax only one seventh
of the breeding sites remain in Denmark.
The Danish Ministry of Environment has adopted a national action plan for meadow
birds covering 25 Species Protection Areas (SPA’s). Four of the most important of these
sites has been selected for this project.
The overall objective is to restore and maintain a favourable conservation status of
habitats for Calidris alpina schinzii and Philomachus pugnax in Denmark and in a wider
perspective in the EU.
The main objective of this project is to restore and maintain a favourable conservation
status for Calidris alpina schinzii and Philomachus pugnax at four key sites for these
species in Denmark. And to contribute significantly to the implementation of the national
action plan for threatened meadow birds.
Secondarily the objective is to restore favourable conservation status for associated
habitat types (1330 Atlantic Salt Meadows, 3140 Hard oligo-mesotrophic waters with
benthic vegetation of Chara spp.) and habitats for Botaurus stellaris, Chlidonias niger,
and Porzana porzana.
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Map with location of project sites
4.2.

Actions and means involved

The main actions of the project include activities to improve hydrology and predator
control, to restore meadows by removing trees, scrub and reed and to ensure proper and
effective management of project sites.
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4.3.

Results and environmental benefits

The main results and environmental benefits from the project is that:
• Hydrological conditions for meadow birds have been improved in all project sites
covering and area of approx. 1900 ha meadows.
• Clearing of areas with trees and reed have restored meadow bird habitats
including 220 ha wet grassland and 18 ha Atlantic salt meadow.
• Actions taken to reduce eutrophication will improve water quality at 975 ha of
3140 Hard oligo-mesotrophic waters with benthic vegetation of Chara spp. And
hereby enhance breeding and feeding habitats for Bittern (Botaurus stellaris) and
Black tern (Chlidonias niger) at the project site 20 – Vestlige Vejler.
• Management of approx. 900 ha of meadow bird habitat has been improved by
establishment of a grazing society at site 89 Nyord and by the development of a
management plan at site 20 Vestlige Vejler.
• Establishment of 25 artificial fox dens and a fox blocking gate at a bridge will
reduce number of foxes and thereby significantly reduce the predation by foxes
on meadow birds at the project sites 89-Nyord and 111- Vestamager.
• Possibility to experience meadow birds at close hand for visitors at site 111Vestamager has been enhanced by establishment of approx. 5 km foot path and a
bird observation platform.
• A seminar for approx. 60 Danish, Swedish, German, Norwegian, Finnish, English
and Greek nature managers sharing experiences on how to improve conditions for
meadow birds have raised the capacity to manage meadow bird habitats in many
EU-countries.

5.

LIFE-PROJECT FRAMEWORK
5.1.

Working method

The project includes sites and activities, which are scattered throughout the Danish
country, and involves 4 DFNA Regional Offices and The Danish Bird Protection
Foundation (DBPF). Each regional office and the DBPF have its own
administration, supervisors and skilled workers.
Biologists, Forest Graduates and Forest and Landscape Engineers have been
responsible for the overall project planning and management. Secretaries have kept
the project accounts, and field work has been performed by skilled contractors.
All actions included in the project are presented schematically below:
A. Preparatory actions, elaboration of management plans and/or action plans
A.1

Hydrological investigations

A.2

Preparation of a fox secure bridge
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A.3

Establishment of a “Grazing society”

A.4

Design construction works

A.5

Management plan for Vestlige Vejler

A.6

Preparation of compensation

B. Purchase/lease of land and/or rights
B.1

Compensation of landowners

C. Non-recurring management
C.1

Restoration of hydrology by construction of adjustable weirs

C.2

Restoration of hydrology by inserting pipes in dams

C.3

Cutting, clearing of reed

C.4

Clearing of trees and shrub

C.5

Fencing, creation of blue border on Nyord

C.6

Establishment of artificial fox dens

C.7

Securing of bridge from trespassing foxes

C.8

Construction of an automatic sluice gate at Harboøre Tange

C.9

Restoration of dikes around Tømmerby Fjord

C.10

Improve hydrology of Arup Vejle/Vesløs Vejle

D. Recurring management
D.1

Clearing of re-growth

E. Public awareness and dissemination of results
E.1

Mounting of map tables/information boards

E.2

Seminar on improved methods for salt meadow restoration and management

E.3

Production of layman’s report

E.4

Project web site

E.5

Visitor facilities, paths and bird observation platform

F. Overall project operation and monitoring
8
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F.1

Project management and co-ordination

F.2

Project monitoring

F.3

After LIFE Conservation Plan

5.2.

Beneficiary and partners

Beneficiary
The Danish Forest and Nature Agency (DFNA) is part of the Danish Ministry of
Environment (English web site: http://www.skovognatur.dk/International/English/).
The Agency is responsible for the administration of national policies and legislation
concerning protection, management and restoration of nature, open-air recreational
activities, hunting and forestry. The agency is managing the state owned forest areas
and other state owned nature and agricultural areas, in total around 190.000 ha.
DFNA includes a central administration office in Copenhagen and 19 Regional
Offices.
The central administration office is mainly responsible for the general management
administration regarding policy, economy and planning. The primary task for the
Regional Offices is to carry out different projects and initiatives and keep contact to
local stakeholders in their area.
The overall project coordination of the project Restoration of Meadow Bird Habitats
is placed at the Regional Office West Jutland (former Klosterheden State Forest
District). The Regional Office West Jutland has co-ordinated project
implementation and monitored project progress.
Partners
The Danish Bird Protection Foundation is a special branch of the NGO Danish
Ornithological Society, which is a Birdlife Partner.
The Danish Bird Protection Foundation was founded in 1966, and is currently
responsible for the management of 18 nature reserves in Denmark covering approx.
850 ha. The aims of the Danish Bird Protection Foundation are:
•

To protect the Danish birdlife by assisting in protection and creation of
important bird localities, especially for threatened and vulnerable species,
and to organise nature dissemination in the reserves owned by DBPF

•

To support projects that contribute to preserve Danish breeding and
migratory birds and their habitats during their stay outside Denmark.

The DBPF have in cooperation with the DFNA Regional Office Storstrom been
responsible for the implementation of actions at Nyord (site 89).
Please find attached a partner agreement between DNFA and DBPF (appendix. 1)
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5.3.

Project organisation

The Danish Forest and Nature Agency has the overall responsibility for the project.
This includes the overall project administration, co-ordination and implementation
of activities in all phases of the project.
The regional DFNA offices and The DBPF have been responsible for the daily
operation in the project areas. The project co-ordinator is placed at Regional Office
West Jutland.
A project steering group was established to ensure co-ordination and project
progress. The steering group consists of staff members from the project partner The
Danish Bird Protection Foundation and the involved DFNA regional offices.
Organigram:
Project Management
Danish Forest and Nature Agency
Project co-ordinator: Henning Fjord Aaser
Project Steering group

5.4.

Organisation

Name

Regional Office West Jutland
(Site 39, Harboøre Tange)

Henning Fjord Aaser
(Biologist)

Regional Office Copenhagen
Metropolitan Area
(Site 111, Vestamager)

Sven Norup Jacobsen
(Forest and Landscape
Engineer)

Regional Office Storstrøm
(Site 89, Vedelen and Nyord)

Mikkel Bornø Clausen
(Forest and Landscape
Engineer)

Regional Office Thy
(Site 20, Vestlige Vejler)

Ib Nord Nielsen (Forest
and Landscape Engineer)

The Danish Bird Protection
Foundation (Site 89, Nyord)

Søren Ferdinand Hansen
(Biologist)

Project modifications concerning project-organisation and budget

The original project coordinator Jesper Blom-Hansen and the steering group
member Stefan Skov left the project in 2007 due to changed job positions. They
were replaced by Henning Fjord Aaser and Jane Skov Lind. Jane Skov Lind was
replaced by Mikkel Bornø Clausen in 2008.
10
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A postponing of the Interim report from 15’Th April 2008 to 15’Th August 2008
was approved by the Commission in March 2008. The wet and rainy Danish
summer in 2007 has delayed some of the planned actions. Therefore the financial
threshold for the interim payment was not meet on April 15 2008.
The seminar was rescheduled from 2008 to 2009 as we had more project results to
show in spring 2009 compared to spring 2008. The Commission accepted the
postponement in a letter dated 14’Th May 2008.
Some actions have proven to be cheaper and some more expensive than foreseen in
the budget The Commission has by letter dated 14’Th May 2008 accepted some
adjustments within the budget, as long as the threshold in CP 13 (10% and 10.000
euro) not is exceeded.
The Commission has by letters dated 27. July and 6th November 2009 accepted
some technical changes in action C.1 (restoration of hydrology by construction of
adjustable weirs), C.5 (fencing, creation of blue border on Nyord), C.8 (construction
of a sluice for Harboøre Tange) and C.10 (Improved hydrology of Arup
Vejle/Vesløs Vejle).
The reporting period has by been extended from March 31 2010 until the 31’st May
2010 as procurement of sufficient information for the financial statement and the
audit report have been delayed. The Commission accepted the prolongation of the
reporting period by letter March 22 2010
Two entrepreneurs were bound by contract to finalize the work connected to action
C.10 before 31. December 2009. But flooding due to heavy rain fall followed by
frost and snow forced him to stop the work only few days before all works could
have been finalized in December 2009. The DFNA assessed it as a force majeure
situation. The Commission was not asked to accept at prolongation of the project
period as the construction works was stopped very late in the project period and the
remaining works only make up a very small part of the project activities. But in
order to ensure that the works would be finalized in 2010 and to prevent loss of
former project investments at the site DFNA deposited the contract amount on a
blocked bank account in December 2009. The contract amount was released in May
2010 when the construction work under action C.10 was finally finalized.
Change in personnel caused delay in some project actions. A very wet/rainy summer
in Denmark in 2007 and in late autumn 2009 made it impossible to use heavy
machinery at the sites which delayed some actions. In addition negotiations with
land owners and acceptance from environmental authorities have been more time
consuming than foreseen but none of the delays have had any significant effect on
the overall project objectives, activities and deliverables.
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6.

PROJECT RESULTS AND APPLIED TECHNOLOGY
6.1.

Results per action

A. Preparatory actions/management plan preparation
6.1.1. Action A1: Hydrological investigation at Nyord
Description
To improve the hydrological conditions in the most cost-effective way and in order to
avoid unexpected results and to locate the best points for construction of adjustable
weirs, a consultant was hired to make hydrological investigations at Nyord (site 89). The
investigations and the consultant recommendations aimed to facilitate action C.1 and
C.2.
Status
Completed
Outcome
Originally part of the activity was planed as an “old fashioned” land based survey.
However, during the planning it turned out, that it would be possible to do the survey as
an aerial laser-scan. The outcome would be a very accurate map, showing all
topographical relations of the area; the perfect tool to plan the restoration of the
hydrological conditions of the site. A laser-scan is normally very costly, and far above
the budget of this project. But the DNFA was at the same time planning to carry out a
laser-scan of several areas covering many thousand hectares. It was organised as a
tender, and prices were only a 1/3 of the normal level. This project managed to put our
needs into the big package and a total laser-scan of the site was carried out. The map (in
digital form) was delivered to the project in December 2006. In addition a field survey
was carried out in specific areas in April 2008.

Field survey at Nyord
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Based on the surveys three consultancy reports were delivered with proposals for
restoration works and recommendations on cost-effective methods to improve hydrology.
See appendix 2.
6.1.2. Action A2: Preparation of a fox-secure bridge for Nyord
Description
A survey was carried out on examples of “fox-secure” bridges. An example of foxsecuring a bridge in Norway and other experience from around Europe on how to hinder
the passage of foxes (Vulpes vulpes) across bridges was gathered. Close contact has been
made to the LIFE project “Rehabilitation of the Baltic Coastal Lagoon Habitat Complex”
(BALTCOAST), LIFE05NAT/DK/000152 as this project also evaluate anti predation
methods.
On the basis of the results of the above mentioned survey a design was made for the fox
blocking facilities to be installed on the Nyord Bridge.
The consultants report entail:
- Presentation of alternatives
- Computation of the construction
- Cost estimate
- Design of the construction and functionality (directly targeted at action C.7)
Status
Completed
Outcome
A consultant was hired to carry out the action. Several meetings with the consultant were
held, different solutions have been discussed, and negotiations with local stakeholders
and authorities were carried out. The consultant delivered a report and carried out
technical and qualitatively control and supervision during the establishment of the “fox
blocking” gate on the bridge to the island Nyord.
Please find the report and technical specifications on the gate attached in appendix 3.
6.1.3. Action A3: Establishment of a Grazing Society
Description
In order to secure the long term viability of the project at Nyord, a Grazing Society was
established. The concept of Grazing Societies is known from, and used in other areas in
Denmark. The idea is to manage the meadows as one unit instead of managing each
parcel individually. This has great advantages, not only for the landowners, but also from
a conservation point of view. The individual landowners do not have to make individual
arrangements, apply for EU-subsidies etc. An employed secretary will take care of all
paperwork on behalf of all members of the grazing society. Professionals will manage all
daily operations. The grazing society has the same legal status as private companies or
industries.
13
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Status
Completed
Outcome
A Grazing Society was established on Nyord (site 89) in 2006. All landowners agreed to
handover the management of their land to the society. The landowners have elected a
board which is in charge of management and planning of all operations within the
grazing society. Agri-environment-schemes and the EU single-payment-schemes have
also been handed over to the society. The society has been operational since February
2006.
Small fields have been gathered in larger units. New fences have been established or
repaired when required and water supply has been established strategically throughout
the meadows in order to ensure a proper grazing regime. The management of the
meadows has been greatly improved since the establishment of the grazing society which
has improved the conditions for meadow birds on approx. 420 ha salt meadows at Nyord.

6.1.4. Action A.4 Design of construction works, Vestlige Vejler
Description
A consultant was hired to elaborate detailed construction plans for the works described in
action C.9, C.10, and C.1 (the weir at “Trekanten”).
The consultant have also prepared applications to achieve the necessary authorisations to
perform the construction works, prepared tender documents to entrepreneurs, and
performed inspection and reporting of the physical works.
The tender documents are attached in appendix. 4
Status
Completed.
Outcome
The construction works in action C.1, C.9 and C.10 have been carried out successfully in
accordance to the tender material and guidance elaborated by the consultant.

6.1.5. Action A5: Management Plan for Vestlige Vejler
Description
14
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A detailed management for Vejlerne has been elaborated. The plan provides general
description of the site including the NATURA 2000 interests. The plan also give detailed
instructions for the management of the site and include directions for: Grazing regime,
mowing in areas not grazed, cutting of reeds, regulations of sluices and stems.
Status:
Completed.
Outcome
A detailed management plan for Vejlerne including directions for: Grazing regime,
mowing, cutting of reeds, water levels and regulations of sluices and stems. The plan will
be used as a guide to the daily management of the site and it will be revised every 6
years.
The management plan (in Danish) is attached in appendix 5.
The Management Plan for Vejlerne can be downloaded from the REMAB web side:
http://www.skovognatur.dk/Naturprojekter/Projekter/Vestjylland/Engfugle/rapporter.htm

6.1.6. Action A6: Preparation of Compensation
Description
Preparation of compensation agreements was made at site 20 Vestlige Vejler in case
agricultural areas would be negatively affected by restoration of the hydrology at the site.
The action was mainly performed by The Danish Directorate for Food, Fisheries and
Agri Business on a contract basis, but DFNA staff participated in discussions and
meetings with landowners.
The action involved:
•
•
•
•

Clarification of legal ownership of the land affected.
Clarification of the status of the landowners business and need/wish for
compensation.
Negotiation with landowners on conditions for compensation.
Preparation of documents for purchase /compensation.

Status
Completed

Outcome
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The Danish Directorate for Food, Fisheries and Agricultural Business was hired to do all
the investigational work; meeting all involved landowners face to face, working out what
is feasible, preparation of compensation agreements etc. They have completed the task,
and delivered a report (See appendix 6).
Negotiations with landowners showed that demands for compensation were closely
related to the outcome of action A.5. Close dialog with the DFNA project manager, the
outcome of action A.5 (management plan for Vejlerne) and administrative adjustment of
rules for water level control in the canal and steams within the area (stream regulations)
decided by the environmental authorities (Thisted Municipality) convinced the
landowners that restoration of hydrology in Vejlerne would improve agricultural value
and the ability to manage the meadows in the future.

B. Purchase/lease of land and/or rights
6.1.7. Action B1: Compensation of landowners
Description
The actions to improve hydrology at Vestlige Vejler could affect private land. This may
cause economical loss to landowners which may be compensated in order to achieve
permission/acceptance to enable the restoration works.
Status
This action was closely related to the outcome of action A.5 and A.6. Negotiations with
landowner revealed that no compensation was demanded.
Outcome
The landowners accepted the restoration works and the altered hydrology at Vestlige
Vejler without demanding compensation.

C. Non-recurring management
6.1.8. Action C1: Restoration of Hydrology by Construction of Adjustable
Weirs
Description
Establishment of adjustable weirs is a mean to block draining ditches and thereby
improve hydrology on meadows damaged by draining. The advantage of adjustable weirs
compared to the cheaper and simpler damming is, that it is possible to regulate the water
level. After damming it may be impossible to re-enter the area for important management
activities, as the area can get to wet to carry e.g. tractors. Construction of adjustable
weirs offers the option for later management operations if it proves necessary, as it is
possible to lower the water level for a short period of time. The construction itself
consists of concrete holdings in each side of the ditch. Between the two holdings, a
16
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number of boards or planks are placed horizontally. It is possible to remove any given
number of boards in order to lower the water level to a desired level.
Status
Completed.
Site 111 (Vestamager)
At Vestamager (site 111) two weirs was established in 2007. The establishment of the
remaining 18 weirs was halted due to heavy rainfall during the summer 2007. The
remaining 18 weirs were established during summer 2008.

Adjustable weir “in function” at Vestamager
Site 89 (Nyord and Vedlen)
Hydrological investigations revealed that repairing an existing dike would be a more
cost-effective method to improve hydrology in the Vedlen area at the project site than to
construct an adjustable weir as originally planned in this action. The Commission
accepted this change by letter dated 6th November 2009.
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New dike at Vedlen

Wet grassland and pond established at Nyord/Vedlen
The hydrological investigations at Nyord (action A1) revealed that it would be very
costly to establish the adjustable weir at the planned position on Nyord. The water level
is therefore alternatively controlled by means of reconstruction of a ford in a drainage
creek.
Outcome
Establishment of adjustable weirs, repair of a dike and reconstructing of a ford made it
possible to regulate the water level and improve hydrology on approx. 580 ha meadows:
At site 20 Vestlige Vejler hydrology was improved on 45 ha.
At site 89 Nyord hydrology was improved on 15 ha and 20 ha wet grassland and a 1 ha
small pond were restored.
At site 111 Vestamager hydrology was improved on 500 ha meadows.
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6.1.9. Action C2: Restoration of hydrology by inserting pipes in dams
Description
Due to former land use (agriculture), the natural draining creeks have in many places
been blocked by dams at site 89, Nyord. The drawback is that dams stops water from
coming into the area at high tide causing a dryer environment and unfavourable
conditions for meadow birds. A total of 20 dams prevented the water from running freely
in the creeks at Nyord. It was originally planned to insert pipes with diameter on approx.
30 cm in the bottom of each dam to allow the water to run more freely in the creeks. But
the consultancy report delivered in action A.1 recommended a replacement of all dams
with fords. It was therefore decided to use this more cost-effective alternative to
neutralise the effect of the dams. The change of methodology did not change the impact
and the budget of this action.
Status
Completed
The effect of all 20 dams have been neutralised by replacing dams with fords.
Outcome
Establishment of fords allow water to run freely in the creeks and thereby contribute to
improve hydrology on app. 420 ha salt meadows at Nyord.

Ford at Nyord
6.1.10. Action C3: Cutting, Clearing of Reed
Description
Lack of or insufficient management (grazing, hay mowing) of meadows may make
meadows evolve into reed beeds and thereby cause loss of meadow bird habitats.
Approximately 18 ha of the meadows at Nyord were covered with dens reed beds. In
order to restore meadow bird habitats and recreate “blue border zones” (action C.5) reeds
were removed by mulching (the dry parts) and by mowing (the wet parts). Subsequently
the area was fenced in order to introduce cattle grazing and hereby hinder re-growth of
the reed.
Status
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Completed
It was assumed that a “one time effort” would be sufficient but re-growth has been
substantial at 15 ha and this area was mowed again in 2009 (see action D.1).
Outcome
This action was carried out in the autumn 2006, as outlined in the project application.
The reed was mowed or mulched successfully. The area has been fenced, subsequently
grazed, in order to hinder re-growth of reed and to establish the crucial “blue border
zone” (see action C.5).

6.1.11. Action C4: Clearing of Trees and Shrub
Description
In order to re-establish meadows with short vegetation 220 ha with scrub and trees was
cleared at site 111, Vestamager.

Machinery removing trees and scrub at Vestamager
Status
Completed
110 ha were cleared in 2007 and the remaining 110 ha was cleared in 2008 as scheduled.
It has been cheaper than foreseen in the budget to perform this action.
Outcome
220 ha meadow and meadow bird habitat has been restored at site 111 Vestamager.
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Arial photo of Vestamager before the removing of threes and scrub – 2006

Arial photo of Vestamager after the removing of threes and scrub – 2009

6.1.12. Action C5: Creation of Blue Border on Nyord
Description
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The mud banks in the transitional zone between dry land and open water are important
foraging areas for meadow birds. This zone is called the “blue border zone”. If the mud
banks are covered with high vegetation as e.g. reed they are lost as habitats for meadow
birds.
Traditionally the fencing wire around cattle fences are placed a few meters from the
water edge, hence leaving the tidal zone and a strip of dry land un-grazed. This un-grazed
zone has in some parts at Nyord (site 89) developed into reed beds.
In order to re-establish the blue border zone and thereby optimize conditions for meadow
birds cattle fences with fencing wire placed outside the reed beds was established at
Nyord. Placing the fence on the outside of the reed beds allows cattle to graze on the
reeds. Cattle grazing and cattle trample will remove the reed beds and create direct
connection between the meadows and the coastal shallow water and re-establish the
“blue border zone”.
Status
Completed

Photo of workers establishing fence outside the reed beds at Nyord
Outcome
Approximately 3 km blue border zone have been re-established at Nyord.
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6.1.13. Action C6: Establishment of artificial fox dens
Description
The most effective means of predator control with concern to foxes is establishment of
artificial fox dens. It is widely used in Denmark and accepted by DOF, BirdlifeDenmark. An artificial fox den is made of approx. 15 meters of concrete pipes with at
diameter of 30 cm. The pipes are placed under ground imitating a natural fox den.
25 artificial fox dens have been constructed; 20 at site 111 Vestamager and 5 at site 89
Nyord. The dens are placed strategically within the project areas to be able to attract
foxes and at the same time not damaging the valuable habitat types or habitats of
protected species.

Artificial fox den at Vestamager
Status
Completed
Outcome
The dens have made predator control more effective as the hunters now know were to
find the foxes. A lower number of foxes will reduce predation on especially eggs and
chicks and thereby improve the breeding success for meadow birds on Nyord (site 89)
and Vestamager (site 111).
In the hunting season 2009/10 the dens made it possible to shoot 8 foxes at Nyord and 3
foxes at Vestamager.

6.1.14. Action C7: Securing of bridge from trespassing foxes

Description
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Until 1968 were the population of red foxes (Vulpes vulpes) very low or absent on
Nyord. But after the bridge between the island Nyord and the main island Møn was
constructed in 1968 foxes have had free access to enter Nyord. As a consequence the fox
population is today fairly high on Nyord and the meadow birds (eggs and chicks) are
suffering severely from predation from foxes.
An automatic iron gate is established on the bridge in order to prevent foxes from
entering Nyord from Møn via the bridge.
The gate is 5 meter wide and 1,5 m high. The gate is designed to open automatically
when vehicles or bike cycles are approaching the gate. Pedestrians are able to open the
gate manually.

The “fox-blocking” gate at Nyord
Status
Completed
There have been local public opinion against this action, and a lot of work had to be done
to change the public opinion. The condition for the local support is that the impact of the
gate in terms of reduced number of foxes is being monitored, and after a period of 3-4
years the effect of the gate is evaluated. This seems fair, and would be done anyhow. The
gate is now being supported by a strong majority of the local inhabitants at Nyord.
The construction has been designed by a consultant (see action A.2).
Outcome
It is expected that the automatic gate will reduce the number of foxes entering Nyord to
almost zero, thus minimizing the impact from foxes on the meadow bird population.

6.1.15. Action C8: Construction of a sluice for Harboøre Tange
Description
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The NATURE 2000 site at Harboøre Tange (site 39) is situated behind dikes and the
hydrology within the area are highly artificial. The water bodies within the project site
are connected to the Limfjord and the North Sea through a narrow sluice in the northern
part of the area.
An automatic sluice gate has been established in the sluice connecting the project site at
Harboøre Tange to the Limfjord/North Sea. The sluice gate is managed in a way that
prevents meadows and meadow bird nest from being flooded in periods with high water
levels in the North Sea and the Limfjord. The sluice gate also prevents meadows from
drying out in dry periods and in periods with very low water levels in the Limfjord.
Status
Establishment of the sluice gate was completed in June 2007.
It have been necessary to change the steering system controlling the automatic sluice gate
in 2009 as the originally system proved to have a poor durability. The Commissions have
by letter the 6th November 2009 accepted this additional expenditure to the action.

The automatic sluice gate at Harboøre Tange

Outcome
Completed.
The automatic sluice gate at Harboøre Tange prevents meadows from being flooded and
from drying out. Online registration of water levels on the inside and on the outside of
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the sluice gate makes it possible to control opening and closing intervals and hereby
secure favourable hydrology for breeding meadow birds on approx. 500 ha meadows at
site 39 Harboøre Tange.

6.1.16. Action C9: Restoration of dikes around Tømmerby Fjord
Description
The dike around Tømmerby Fjord was damaged on several sections. Nutrient enriched
water from the agricultural areas north of Lake Tømmerby Fjord flowed into the lake
trough the damaged dike in periods with heavy rainfall and herby contributing to the
eutrophication of the lake.
The dike was repaired in order to reduce eutrophication and to prevent littoral zone in the
lake from drying out in dry periods.
Status
Completed.
Approximately 3 km dike have been repaired.

Part of the repaired dike at Tømmerby Fjord
Outcome
The repaired dike prevents nutrient enriched water to enter Lake Tømmerby Fjord
contributing to ensure a favourable conservation status of 575 ha hard oligo-mesotrophic
waters (3140). The action has also increased the general water level in the littoral zone
which will increase the reed bed area around the lake with approx. 50 ha. The increased
reed bed area and the improved water quality will improve breeding habitats for
Clidonias niger and Botaurus stellaris.
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6.1.17. Action C10: Improve hydrology at Arup Vejle/Vesløs Vejle
Description
Reconstruction of a sluice (Dykkerslusen) and establishing an adjustable weir will secure
sufficient water supply to Arup Vejle and the adjoining meadows in dry periods. The
reconstruction of the sluice and establishment of a short dike will also prevent meadows
from being flooded within periods with strong wind and heavy rainfall. The
reconstruction of the sluice and the establishment of the adjustable weir make it possible
to regulate the water level to desired levels in Lake Arup Vejle and the meadows in
connection to the lake.
Steel plates and series of 10 cm high planks have been established on the upwards side of
“dykkerslusen” and a contra lock have been established on the downward side to prevent
saline water from Lake Østerild Fjord to enter Lake Arup Vejle and the adjoined
meadows.
An adjustable weir has been established at a position (station 14.900) downstream road
A11. The weir makes it possible to take in water from River Tømmerby Fjord to ensure a
sufficient water level in Lake Arup Vejle during dry periods.
In addition to the originally planned activities in this action a 200 m long dike along
River Tømmerby Fjord have been established. The Commission has accepted this
addition in letter dated 6th November 2009.
The dike will, in combination with reconstruction of “dykkerslusen” and the
establishment of the adjustable weir, contribute to improve management (grazing and hay
mowing) and herby the condition for meadow birds on the meadows associated to Lake
Arup Vejle.

The new dike at River Tømmerby Fjord
Status
Completed.
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The action was scheduled to autumn 2008 but has been delayed till autumn 2009 as it has
been a lengthy process to get the acceptance from private landowners to implement this
action.
Heavy rain fall followed by snow and frost prevented the construction works to be
finalised in 2009. The entrepreneurs were according to the contracts obligated to finish
the work before the end of 2009 but DFNA assessed that a force majeure situation had
occurred. The Commission was not asked to accept at prolongation of the project period
as the construction works was stopped very late in the project period and the remaining
works only make up a very small part of the project activities. But in order to ensure that
the works would was finalized in 2010 and to prevent loss of former project investments
at the site (more than 50% of this action was finished the weather forced the
entrepreneurs to stop) DFNA deposited the contract amounts on blocked bank accounts
in December 2009. The contract amounts were released in May 2010 when the
construction work were finally finalised.

“Dykkerslusen and the new steel plate construction before mounting at “Dykkerslusen”
Outcome
Hydrology and the conservation status of 400 ha lake (3140) and the condition for
meadow birds on 480 ha meadows have been improved.

D. Recurring management
6.1.18. Action D.1: Clearing of regrowth
Description
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It was necessary to clear re-growth on 90 ha meadows at site 111 Vestamager in 2009.
At site 89 Nyord15 ha with re-growth of reed was cleared in 2009.
Grazing with cattle hinder most of the re-growth. But clearing with machinery can be
necessary in the years to come in small areas were re-growth are massive and plentiful.

Cattle grazing at Vestamager
Status
Completed.
Outcome
220 ha meadow a site 111 Vestamager and 3 km blue border zone at site 89 Nyord
remain cleared and suitable as meadow bird habitats.
E. Public awareness and dissemination of information
6.1.19. Action E.1: Mounting of map tables/information boards
Description
In order to raise the public awareness on meadow birds, their habitats, the problems they
suffer and how the LIFE REMAB project is trying to help, information boards have been
placed at 8 key access points. 3 boards have been placed at site 111 Vestamager, 1 board
are placed at site 39 Harboøre Tange, 2 at site 89 Nyord and 2 at site 20 Vestlige Vejler.
The boards comprises of text and illustrations. The boards are placed on table stands or
in bird observation platforms.
Status
Completed.
Outcome
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The information boards describe the REMAB-project, and the project benefits. The
boards raise awareness about meadow birds and there unique habitats.
Copies of the information boards are attached in appendix 7.

6.1.20. Action E.2: Seminar on improved methods for salt meadow
restoration and management
Description
A 2 day seminar was held in Copenhagen on April 27-28th 2009. Experiences gained in
the REMAB-project were presented, and invited speakers presented their experiences on
restoration and management of meadows and meadow bird habitats. The seminar was
organised for an international audience.
Status
Completed.
The seminar was originally planned to take place in spring 2008, but were proposed to
spring 2009 as we considered it more relevant to present project results and experiences
gained late in the project period. The Commission accepted the postponement by letter
dated 14’Th May 2008.
A seminar report is attached in appendix 8.
The seminar report can also be downloaded from:
http://www.skovognatur.dk/Naturprojekter/Projekter/Vestjylland/Engfugle/rapporter.htm
Outcome
63 professional nature managers, scientist and NGO’s from 7 EU countries participated
in the seminar. Best management practise experiences in meadow bird habitat
management were shared. Scientific knowledge on meadow birds and meadow bird
habitats were presented. The REMAB project objective and activities were presented and
excursions were made to the project sites Vestamager (site 111) and Nyord (site 89).

6.1.21. Action E.3: Production of layman’s report
Description
A report has been presented in Danish and in English. The report present project sites
and provide information on how they can be found and experienced. The report present
project activities and experiences gained in the project.
Status
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Completed.
The lay mans report is attached in appendix 9.
It is also possible to read and download the lay mans report from the project web site:
http://www.skovognatur.dk/Naturprojekter/Projekter/Vestjylland/Engfugle/rapporter.htm
Outcome
The dissemination of project results will provide public knowledge about the project and
increase awareness about meadow birds and management of meadow bird habitats in
general.

6.1.22. Action E4: Project WEB-site
Description
A WEB site describing the project and facilitating downloads of activity reports and
other material have been launched. The project web site contains descriptions of project
objectives and project activities. The project sites are presented on the web side and
project reports can be downloaded from the site. The project web site also contains
reference to and acknowledgement of LIFE Nature and the LIFE and NATURA 2000
logos appear distinctly.
Status
Completed.
The Web-site is operating and the site is continuously updated. The site is placed on the
Danish Forest and Nature home page alongside with the other DFNA Life project sites
(http://www.skovognatur.dk/Naturprojekter/Projekter/Vestjylland/Engfugle/). Both
Danish and an English version of the REMAB project web-site have been elaborated. An
English version of the web-site can be reached at this address:
http://www.skovognatur.dk/Naturprojekter/Projekter/Vestjylland/Engfugle/English_versi
on/

Outcome
The web-site provides visitors a quick access to information about the project.

6.1.23. Action E5: Visitor facilities, paths and bird observation platform
Description
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To facilitate access to experience meadow birds and meadow bird habitats for visitors to
Vestamager (site 111) approx. 5 km path and a bird observation platform have been
established. Both path and bird observation platform are accessible for disabled people.
Status
Completed.
Half the length of the footpath was established in 2007, but heavy rainfall during summer
made it impossible to finish the path as planned in 2007. The remaining part of the path
was established in summer 2008.

Photo of the footpath at Vestamager

The bird observation platform was established in 2007.
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Photo of the bird observation platform at Vestamager
Outcome
This action guides visitors (140.000 per year) through the area with as little impact on
meadow birds as possible, and at the same time provide access to experience the meadow
birds and their habitats at close hand.

F. Overall project management and monitoring
6.1.24. Action F1: Project Management and Coordination
Description
The Danish Forest and Nature Agency has the overall responsibility for the project. This
includes the overall project administration, co-ordination and implementation of
activities in all phases of the project. The local DFNA Regional Offices and staff of The
Danish Bird Protection Foundation have been responsible for the daily operations in the
project areas. The project manager is positioned at the DFNA regional office, West
Jutland. The project steering group consists of staff members from the project partner
The Danish Bird Protection Foundation and the involved Regional Offices of the Danish
Forest and Nature Agency. The project management set-up is presented in the
organigram on page 9.
Status
Completed.
All planned project activities have been carried out within the planned budget frame.
Annual steering group meetings have been held. The project co-ordinator has visited
each project site and the local project managers on several occasions. There has been
contact between the project managers including the project partner “The Danish Bird
Protection Foundation” and the project co-ordinator on more or less a weekly basis.
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There have been some changes of personnel within the project organisation within the
project period. The original project co-ordinator Jesper Blom-Hansen and the steering
group member Stefan Skov left the project due to changed job positions in 2007. They
were replaced by Henning Fjord Aaser and Jane Skov Lind. Jane Skov Lind was replaced
by Mikkel Bornø Clausen in 2008.
The project has produced 12 reports;
2007
•

Compensation of landowners (appendix 6)

•

Design of a “fox secure bridge” (appendix 3)

•

First progress report

2008
•

Hydological investigations at Nyord (appendix 2)

•

Interrim report

2009
•

Second progress report

•

Seminar report (appendix 8)

•

Lay mans report (appendix 9)

•

Monitoring report (appendix 10)

•

Management Plan for site 20 Vejlerne (appendix 5)

2010
•

Final report

•

After Life Conservation Plan (appendix 11)

Outcome
All planned project activities have been implemented successfully.

6.1.25. Action F2: Project Monitoring
Description
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Monitoring have document the effect of the project on numbers of breeding pairs of the
targeted species, Calidris alpina schinzii and Philomachus pugnax at all project sites. At
site 20 monitoring have also included counting of breeding pairs of Botaurus stellaris
and Porzana porzana.
Status
Number of breeding pairs has been monitored at all sites in 2006, 2007 and 2008. The
results were presented in a monitoring report on the web-site in autumn 2009. The
monitoring report can be read and downloaded from the REMAB web side:
http://www.skovognatur.dk/Naturprojekter/Projekter/Vestjylland/Engfugle/rapporter.htm
Water level loggers have been placed in site 20, Vestlige Vejler. On-line results from the
loggers can be seen at http://www.hydrometri.dk/plot/0915_30.gif
Two water level loggers have been placed at site 39 Harboøre Tange, in order to control
the functionality of the new sluice gate, and to get data to support a suitable operation of
the sluice gate.
The establishment of water level loggers at Harboøre Tange was not part of the project
application and therefore not funded by EU-Life Nature.
Outcome
A monitoring report (in Danish) covering the whole project period 2006-2009 have been
presented in autumn 2009. The report documents the number of breeding meadow birds
in the project areas and provides in combination with monitoring of hydrological
conditions essential information to the future management of the sites.
The monitoring results shows that actions taken in this project have not yet been able to
stop the decline in number of breeding pairs of Calidris alpina schinzii and Philomachus
pugnax at the four project sites. As many project actions were carried out in 2008 and
2009 it is still too early to conclude whether or not the initiatives taken in this project (to
improve the conditions for meadow birds) will prove successful or not. The decline in
number of breeding meadow birds at the four project sites within the project period may
impute to the general decline in meadow bird populations size in Western Europe.
Another explanation is the fact that conditions for breeding meadow birds where poor in
Denmark in 2008 and 2009 as many meadow bird habitats was too dry in the breeding
season due to lack of rain.

6.1.26. Action F3: After-Life conservation plan
Description
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A report have been prepared giving details on further actions to be carried out, actions
from the project to be continued, their timing and the responsibilities for the actions, and
description of the sources for financing future actions and management.
Status
Completed
The After-Life Conservation Plan is attached in appendix 11.
The report can be downloaded from the REMAB web site:
http://www.skovognatur.dk/Naturprojekter/Projekter/Vestjylland/Engfugle/rapporter.htm
Outcome
The After-Life Conservation Plan gives details on how the management of the project
site will continue after the completion of the REMAB-project.
7.

DISSEMINATION ACTIVITIES AND DELIVERABLES

Apart from being presented at the project seminar and on 8 information boards placed
strategically in the project areas, the project and the project results have also been
presented to a group of Danish nature site managers, scientists and NGO’s on a meadow
bird seminar in May 2008.
The project has also been used as a “case” on how to manage LIFE projects at LIFE+
information workshops in Denmark in 2009 and 2010.
Action C.4 “Clearing of threes and scrub at Vestamager” was presented in Danish
television (TV2-Lorry) on July 16’Th 2008. The feature can be seen by following this
link: http://www.tv2regionerne.dk/?id=434634&r=5
The project and many of the project activities have been mentioned in radio broadcasts,
newspaper articles and in magazines. A selection of the articles can be seen in appendix
12.
8.

EVALUATION AND CONCLUSIONS
8.1.

The Process

The project includes 4 different sites scattered throughout Denmark, involving 4 DFNA
Regional Offices and one NGO partner. Each Office and partner has independent
administration, supervisors and workmen. In order to ensure project progress and
coordination steering group meeting have been held on a yearly basis. The project
coordinator has visited all project sites and site managers on several occasions and
contact by E-mail or telephone have been established when necessary.
Regularly contact between the project coordinator and the site managers have been
crucial to maintain pace and focus on the project activities.
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8.2.

The project management

The people involved in project coordination and project management from DFNA
Regional Offices and DBPF are only working part time on the project. This means that
they all have obligations outside the project. This combined with change of project
coordinator and steering group members have periodically influenced project
management. But all present and former steering group members and project managers
have been dedicated to reach the project objectives and to carry through all project
activities.
8.3.

Problems encountered

There was local opinion against the possible solution to secure the bridge to Nyord (site
89) from trespassing foxes. A lot of work had to be done to change the opinion. The
condition for the local support is that the impact of the gate in terms of reduced number
of foxes is being monitored, and that the effect of the gate is evaluated within a period of
3-4 years. Another problem for implementing this action was technical details which
revealed that the construction would be more expensive than foreseen in the budget. The
Commissions acceptance of some adjustments within the budget solved this problem.
Construction of adjustable weirs at site 89 Nyord/Vedlen was delayed for several
reasons. A change in the Danish governing system caused a delay in achieving necessary
permissions from the environmental authorities. Secondly investigations showed that one
of the weirs at site 89 could have unforeseen impact on private land. To avoid this, it was
necessary to repair a dike instead, which made this action more expensive than stated in
the budget. The Commissions acceptance of adjustments within the budget solved this
problem.
As it is not possible to operate heavy machinery on meadows in very wet periods many
project actions was delayed due to weather conditions and the dependency of heavy
machinery to carry through the actions. Especially autumn/winter in 2006 and 2009 and
summer in 2007 were much more rainy than normal.
Extremely heavy rain fall followed by snow and frost in November/December 2009
prevented the construction works in action C.10 (Improved hydrology of Arup
Vejle/Vesløs Vejle) to be finalised before 31. December 2009. The entrepreneurs were
according to the contracts obligated to finish the work before the end of 2009 but DFNA
assessed that a force majeure situation had occurred. The Commission was not asked to
accept at prolongation of the project period as the construction works was stopped very
late in the project period and the remaining works only made up a very small part of the
project activities. In order to ensure the works to be finalized in 2010 and to prevent loss
of former project investments at the site, DFNA deposited the contract amounts on
blocked bank accounts in December 2009. The contract amounts were released in May
2010 when the construction work were finally finalised.
Negotiations with private landowners affected by project activities in site 20 Vestlige
Vejler proved to be more challenging than foreseen. A lot of effort was made to
overcome this problem. At the end the landowners realized that the project activities
would not only improve the conditions for meadow birds, but also improve the
possibilities for cattle grazing within the area.
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It was a problem to acquire a durable and capable steering system to control the
automatic sluice gate at site 39 Harboøre Tange (action C.8). It was necessary to change
the steering system controlling the automatic sluice gate in 2009 as the originally system
proved to have a poor durability. The Commissions acceptance of this additional
expenditure to this action solved the problem.

8.4.

Comparison against the project-objectives

The overall project objective is to restore and maintain a favourable conservation status
for Calidris alpina schinzii and Philomachus pugnax in Denmark and in a wider
perspective in the EU.
The main objective is to restore and maintain a favourable conservation status for
Calidris alpina schinzii and Philomachus pugnax at four key sites for these species in
Denmark. And to contribute significantly to the implementation of the Danish national
action plan for threatened meadow birds.
Secondarily the objective is to restore favourable conservation status for associated
habitat types (1330 Atlantic Salt Meadows, 3140 Hard oligo-mesotrophic waters with
benthic vegetation of Chara spp.) and habitats for Botaurus stellaris, Chlidonias niger,
and Porzana porzana.
The actions executed in the REMAB project have contributed to achieve the objectives.
The habitats for meadow birds at the four project sites have been improved and enlarged
as a result of the project. The project has provided instruments for site managers to
improve a meadow bird friendly management of the four sites.
As many project activities have been carried out in 2008 and 2009 is it still too early to
conclude whether the actions have been successful or not in order to stop the decline or
increase the number of breeding meadow birds at the four project sites.

8.5.

Effectiveness of dissemination activities

Establishment of the footpath and bird observation platform at site 111 Vestamager has
been a great success and especially the bird observation platform has been praised by the
users.
Feed back from the participants at the project seminar were very positive. Many
experiences in management of meadow bird habitat were shared through inspiring
presentations and lively discussions at the seminar.
Loss of biodiversity and habitats for many threatened species has been a topic in many
Danish news media during the last years. The mentioning of the REMAB project in
various newspapers, magazines and local TV-stations have contributed to raising public
awareness about habitat loss and threatened species and the effort done by Danish
authorities, NGO’s and the EU to alter this trend.
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8.6.

Innovation and demonstration value

Securing a bridge from trespassing foxes by establishing a fox blocking gate has not been
tried before in Denmark and only in very few places in Europe.
The methodologies for the rest of the actions in the project are well known, but many of
the methods were tried in a new context. Especially regulations of water levels by sluices
and stems have only to a very limited extent been used before as a tool to improve
conditions for meadow birds in Denmark. The project will therefore have a good
demonstration value for site managers, advisers and others involved in management of
meadows and meadow bird habitats.
The long term effect of the project will bring more knowledge on how to improve
habitats for meadow birds. Dissemination of experiences learned from the project will
contribute to draw attention to the threatened meadow birds and their vulnerable habitats,
to the NATURE2000 network and the EU/LIFE-nature programme.

8.7.

Socio-economic effects

The social and economical benefits from this project have been positive due to the
employment effects of the actions implemented. Raised awareness, better access to the
sites and hopefully more meadow birds may lead to more activities (tours/events) at the
sites.
The formation of a grazing society at site 89 Nyord and a management plan for site 20
Vejlerne will ensure the investments made in this project as they contribute to more cost
effective use and management of the areas.

8.8.

The future

The implementation of the EU-habitat directive and hereby the elaboration and
implementation of Natura2000 action plans will set the standard for the future
management of the four sites involved in this project.
DFNA is responsible for the elaboration of the Natura2000 action plans at site 20
Vestlige Vejler and site 111 Vestamager. Vordingborg Municipality and DFNA have a
shared responsibility to elaborate the action plan at site 89 Nyord. The Danish Coastal
Authority has the responsibility for the elaboration of the Natura2000 action plan for site
39 Harboøre Tange.
All action plans are expected to be finalised in 2011.

8.9.

Long term benefits and sustainability of the project

The most important long term benefits from the project are:
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•

Restored meadow bird habitats

•

Improved and cost effective management at four key sites for Calidris alpina
schinzii and Philomachus pugnax in Denmark.

•

Restored favourable conservation status for habitat types 1330 Atlantic Salt
Meadows, 3140 Hard oligo-mesotrophic waters with benthic vegetation of Chara
spp. and habitats for Botaurus stellaris, Chlidonias niger, and Porzana porzana.

•

Contribution to restore a favourable conservation status for Calidris alpina
schinzii and Philomachus pugnax in Denmark and in the EU.

The Danish Ministry of Environment is responsible for elaboration of nature plans for all
NATURA 2000 sites and to monitor conservation status of habitat types and species
covered by the Habitats and Bird Directives. It is expected that this planning and
monitoring will secure maintenance of the benefits achieved from this project.
9.

PROJECT DELIVERABLES

The Table below summaries the milestones and deliverables in the project period:
Activity reports

No. of associated action

Delivered

Seminar report

E.2

01/08/2009

Monitoring report

F.2

31/10/2009

Layman’s report

E.3

31/12/2009

After-Life Conservation Plan

F.3

31/03/2010

Progress report

F.1

15/04/2009

Final report

F.1

31/05/2010

Milestone

No. of associated action

Delivered

Hydrological investigations

A.1

April 2008

Design of fox-secure bridge

A.2

Oct. 2007

Establishment of a grazing society

A.3

Feb. 2006

Design of construction works,
Vestlige Vejler

A.4

Oct. 2009
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Management plan for Vestlige Vejler

A.5

Sept. 2009

Preparation of compensation

A.6

Sept. 2007

Compensation to landowners

B.1

Proved not to be
necessary

Adjustable weirs established

C.1

Sept. 2009

Pipes and fords established

C.2

April 2009

Cutting, clearing of reed

C.3

Sept. 2006

Clearing of tress and scrub completed

C.4

Dec. 2008

Creation of blue border zone on
Nyord

C.5

April 2007

Artificial fox dens established

C.6

May 2009

Bridge secured from trespassing foxes

C.7

Dec. 2009

Construction of a sluice for Harboøre
Tange

C.8

July 2007

Restoration of dikes completed

C.9

Oct. 2009

Reconstruction of sluice and
establishment of weir completed

C.10

Dec. 2009
(May 2010)

Clearing of re-growth completed

D.1

Oct. 2009

Information boards established

E.1

Aug. 2008

Seminar

E.2

27-28/04/2009

Project WEB-site

E.4

Jan. 2008

Establishment of footpath and bird
observation platform completed

E.5

Sept. 2008

10. COMMENT ON FINANCIAL REPORT
The financial expenditure at the end of the project period is summarized in the table
below:
Budget category

Total cost according
to the Commission’s

Total cost incurred
from start date to

%
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decision €

31.12.2009 €

231.004

120.979

52

6.936

6.060

87

External assistance

667.564

593.334

89

Durable goods

352.483

266.018

75

Land purchase

60.565

0

0

Consumables

18.170

16.777

92

Other costs

2.692

3.359

125

Overhead

89.519

69.047

77

Sum total

1.428.932

1.075.574

75

Personnel
Travel

Comments
All planned project activities have been accomplished.
It has been possible to cover all project expenses within the planned budget frame and
the threshold for each expense category has not been exceeded.
The total cost of the project account for only 75% of the budget. Mainly expenses for
personnel have been less than foreseen in the budget and it has not been necessary to use
the budget amount to cover land purchase/compensation to private landowners.
Some actions have proven to be cheaper and some more expensive than foreseen in the
budget. The Commission has by letter dated 14’Th May 2008 accepted some adjustments
within the budget, as long as the threshold in CP 13 (10% and 10.000 euro) not is
exceeded.
Personnel
The total expenditure for personnel staff amounts to 120.979 €, or 52% of the budget cost
for this category. The total expenditure for personnel is less than foreseen in the budget
as the number of working hours necessary for the project has been less than expected.
The number of annual working hours are calculated according to the Commissions
guidelines and the exact work time registration made individually by each employee. All
DFNA employees register electronically daily working hours. All registrations are
controlled and approved by a superior. Please find attached a copy of one of the time
registration schemes used in this project in appendix 13.
Travel
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The total cost incurred for travel amount to 6.060 € or 87% of the budget for this
category. The cost is transportation expenses of project personnel in relation to supervise
project activities and steering group meetings as well as travel subsistence for foreign
experts invited to give presentations at the project seminar in April 2009.
External assistance
The total cost incurred for external assistance amount to 593.334 € or 89 % of the budget
for this category.
The expenditure has primarily been used for hiring consultants and contractors. External
assistance has primarily been used to perform operations that demands specialized
knowledge or specialized machinery or equipment.
The selection of consultants and contractors has been based on the general rules applying
to public institutions and the more specific rules by the Danish Ministry of Environment.
The most cost effective contractor or consultant will always be selected. Tasks with an
estimated budget higher than 100.000 DKK are subject to public invitations to tender. At
least two or more written offers should be obtained for tasks with an estimated cost
between 25.000 and 100.000 DKK. There are no specific rules for tasks estimated to cost
less than 25.000 DKK, but the selection of contractors will be based on previous
experiences, good results and fair prices.
Two entrepreneurs were bound by contract to finalize the work connected to action C.10
before 31. December 2009. But flooding due to heavy rain fall followed by frost and
snow forced them to stop the work only few days before all works could have been
finalized in December 2009. More than 50% of the construction work in action C.10 was
finalised when the weather forced the entrepreneurs to stop the work. The DFNA
assessed this was a force majeure situation. The Commission was not asked to accept at
prolongation of the project period as the construction works was stopped very late in the
project period and the remaining works only made up a very small part of the project
activities. But in order to ensure that the works would be finalized in 2010 and to prevent
loss of former project investments at the site DFNA deposited the contract amount on a
blocked bank account in December 2009 (Invoice no. 57 & 60). We hope the
Commission will accept DFNA´s handling of this situation.
The contract amount was released in May 2010 when the construction work in action
C.10 was finally finalized.
As requested by the Commission by letter on November 12 2008 please find attached in
appendix 14 a copy and proof of payment of invoice no: 55EK04848 (no. 14 in the
midterm report), 70EK05627 (no. 37 in the midterm report), DBPF invoice no. 10293095
(no. 48 in midterm report).
Durable goods – Infrastructure
The total cost incurred for durable goods/infrastructure amount to 266.018 € or 75% of
the budget for this category.
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The expenses were primarily used for materials to establish a path at site 111
(Vestamager) and to stems and fox dens at site 11 and site 89 (Nyord). Another major
expense has been establishment of an automatic sluice gate at site 39 (Harboøre Tange).
As requested by the Commission by letter on November 12 2008 please find attached in
appendix 14 a copy and proof of payment of invoice no: 70EK05592 (no. 21 in the
midterm report), 70EK05657 (no. 23 in the midterm report), 70EK08092 (no. 34 in
midterm report. This invoice was by mistake accounted as external assistance in the
Midterm report).
Durable goods – Equipment
To facilitate effect monitoring at site 20 Vestlige Vejler expenses to buy water level
loggers have been planned for this budget category. But the project has been able to
borrow loggers from Thisted Municipality and no additional expenses for loggers were
needed.
Purchase or lease of land
There have not been any expenses within this budget category. A minor technical change
in action C.10 (accepted by the Commission by letter dated November 6th 2009) and the
development of a management plan for site 20 Vejlerne ensured that no private land was
negatively affected by the actions taken in this project. No private landowners have
claimed compensation.
Consumables
The total cost incurred for consumables amount to 16.777 € or 92% of the budget for this
category.
The expenses have mainly covered meeting expenses, and especially expenses in
connection to the project seminar in April 2009. Purchase of camera and laptop computer
have also been budgeted in this category. The Commission has by letter dated November
12 2008 questioned the inclusion of expenses for laptop and camera in this category. But
we hope that the Commission will accept that we still include these expenses in this
category as stated in the budget.

Other costs
This category covers only the expenses to audit of the DBPF account and it amounts to
3.359 €. The budget amount was 2.692 € but the threshold in CP 13 (10% and 10.000
euro) are not exceeded.
Overhead
The overhead in the reporting period amounts to 69.047 €. Overhead in 2006 LIFE
projects are 7% flat rate, and in that way directly related to the economic flow in the
project.
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Budget summary
In total the eligible expenditure amounts to 1.075.574 € or 75% of the budget. This is
almost as expected as the expenses for personnel have been less than foreseen in the
budget and there have been no need to compensate private landowners.
Expenses have in general been kept down as the most cost effective consultants and
entrepreneurs always have been chosen.
Many actions has been delayed during the project period but all project activities except
a small part of action C.10 were finalised within the scheduled project period and the
budget have not been exceeded.
Minor budget adjustments were accepted by the Commission by letter dated 14’Th May
2008, as long as the threshold in CP 13 (10% and 10.000 euro) not is exceeded.
Postponement of the Interim report from 15’Th April 2008 to 15’Th August 2008 was
approved by the Commission in March 2008. The wet and rainy Danish summer in 2007
delayed some of the actions. Therefore the financial threshold for the interim payment
was not meet on April 15 2008.
The project seminar was rescheduled from 2008 to 2009 as we had more project results
to show in spring 2009 compared to spring 2008. The Commission accepted the
postponement in a letter dated 14’Th May 2008.
The Commission has by letters dated 27. July and 6th November 2009 accepted some
technical changes in action C.1 (restoration of hydrology by construction of adjustable
weirs), C.5 (fencing, creation of blue border on Nyord), C.8 (construction of a sluice for
Harboøre Tange) and C.10 (Improved hydrology of Arup Vejle/Vesløs Vejle).
The reporting period has been extended from March 31 2010 until the 31st May 2010 as
procurement of sufficient information for the financial statement and the audit report
were delayed. The Commission accepted the prolongation of the reporting period by
letter the 22th March 2010.
11. APPENDIX
AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE DANISH FOREST AND
NATURE AGENCY AND THE DANISH BIRD PROTECTION
FOUNDATION

1. PARTNERS

2. Report on “Hydrological investigations at Nyord
3. Technical specification on the “Fox Secure Bridge”
4. Tender documents Vestlige Vejler (site 20)
5. Management Plan for Vejlerne (site 20)
6. Report – Preparation of compensation
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7. Lay out – information boards
8. Seminar report
9. Lay mans report
10. Monitoring report
11. After Life Conservation Plan
12. Various articles
13. Example – Time registration scheme
14. Copy of invoices and proof of payment requested by the
Commission
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